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Abstract
The upgrade of the CERN Large Hadron Collider

(LHC) would require a four- to fivefold increase of the
single bunch intensity presently obtained in the Super
Proton Synchrotron (SPS). Operating at such high single
bunch intensities requires a deta iled knowledge of the
sources of SPS beam coupling impedance, so that
longitudinal and transv erse impedance reduction
campaigns can be planned and performed effectively if
need ed. In this paper, the transverse impedance of the
SPS is studied by injec ting a single long bunch into the
SPS, and observing its decay without RF . Longer bunches
allow for higher frequency resolution of the longitudinal
and trans verse bunch spectra acquired with strip line
couplers connected to a fast dat a acquisition. It also gives
access to the frequency content of the transverse
impedance . Results from measurements with short and
long bunches in the SPS performed in 2008 are compared
with simulations.

INTRODUCTION

SIMULATIONS A.~D MEASUREMENTS
WITH DEBUNCHING LONG BUNCHES

Headtail Macroparticle Simulations
Initiated by the success of the metho d in the

longitud ina l plane [3J, an attempt was made to obtain
more information on the frequ ency spectrum of the
transverse impedance by observing the freq uency
spe ctrum of a debunching bunch subject to a vertical
instability at SPS injection (relativistic gamma 'F27 .7).
Headtail simulatio ns of a long debunchi ng single bunch
(Nb=2 1011 proton s, 0"(=3.5 nsec, c{=0.15eVs ) interact ing

8020 40 60

Nb (in 109 protons)
Figure 1: Comparison of bunch stronger vertical mode
(Qy) vs. bunch population (Nb). SPS experiment and
Headtail simulations for 2006 SPS kickers, beam pipe,
BPHs and BPVs. Parameters : longitudi nal emittance
cL=0.16 eV,s, RF Voltage VRF = 1 MV, chromati city ~ - 0,
rms bunch length crt = 0.7 ns (measurement) and CJ:=O .5 ns
(simulations). The simulated tune data was translated and
normalized by the experimental bunch length data to be
abl e to compare th e tune slope.

SIMULATION S AND MEASUREMENTS
FOR SHORT BUNCHES

Wake functions calculated from SPS beam pipe and SPS
kickers theoretical models were added to wake functions
obtained from electromagnetic simulations of SPS horizontal
and vertical Beam Position Monitors (BPHs and BPVs),
hence obtaining dipolar and quadrupolar wake functions,
which were used as inputs of Headtai l macroparticle

Dedicated SPS machine studies have been carried out
to estimate the longitudinal and transverse impedance and
identify the main impedance contributors. Among the
techniques used to obtain information on the SPS
impedance [1,2], one can measure the quadrupolar
oscillation frequency shift and bunch length ening with
intensity, the power loss, instability thresholds, betatron
tune shift s with inte nsity, gro wth and decay rate with
chromaticity, or loca lize the sources of impedanc e.
Finally , dedicated measurements have taken place to get
more information on the frequency content of the SPS
longitudinal and tran sverse impedance [3]. In the latter
method, the longitudina l spectrum of slow debunching
long bunches in the SPS was measured and provid ed
information on longitudinal resonant impedances"

In this contribution, latest comparisons between short
bunch measurements and simulations are repo rted, as well
as attempts to take advantage of high-sampling rate
oscillo scopes to measure the transverse bun ch spectrum.
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Figure 3: Mountain range of the time domain (a) and
frequency domain (b) simulated delta signals of a long
debunching bunch interacting with a the resisti ve wall
model of the SPS kickers impedance.
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Measurements with the SPS Beam
Bunches with tightly contro lled longi tudinal emittance

and varying intensity were produced in the PS complex
for the dedicated studies in the SPS . Longer bunches were
obtained by adiabatically dec reasing the RF voltage in the
PS before extraction to the SPS. Additionally, a bunch
rotation, normally used to shorten bunches before
extraction was disabled. Bunches of 11 ns, 16 ns and 20
ns (4crt) length could be obtained, depending on the RF
vo ltage at extraction, However, the longitudinal profile of
the 20 ns long bunches was observed to be distorted.

As for the studies in Ref. [4] , the long bunches were
inje cted into the SPS with the RF cav ities turned off, and
both the wall current monitor and a vertical wideband
directional coupler (BPW 31901) [6] connected to high

information on the frequency spectrum of the transverse
impedance.

Although Headtail simulations with a Q= 1 broadband
impedance mode l encourage to perform SPS
meas ureme nts with long bunche s to assess the frequency
spectrum of the transverse SPS impedance, simulations
with a more accurate mead of the SPS kickers suggest
that the obtained spectrum may not tr ivial to interpret.
Bes ides the number of turns neede d to obta in a dear
frequency spectrum may be too larg e for real
measurements with lower bunch populat ions, since
unavoidable damp ing terms and longitud inal impedance
win complicate the spectrum .

In the future, further simulations coul d be performed
with a combin ation of high Q and low Q resonators (such
as the model that includes the SPS BPMs in [4]) to see if
the delta signal would pro vide more information.
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Figure 2: Mountain range frequency spec trum of the
simulated vertical delta signals of long debunching bunch
interacting with dipolar and quadrupolar contributions of
a broadband impedance (flat pipe).

An improved mode ! that includes the resistive wall
imped ance contributions from all kickers of th e SPS is
now used for simulations assuming the same initial long
bunch as in Fig. 2 [1]. With this model, the dipolar wake
function is dose to that of a flat chamber broadband
model (Q=O.6, f.-es=2.3 GHz, R.~=3 .5 MQ/m), The
moun tain range of the simulated delta signals and
frequency spectra obtained with the resistive wall model
are shown in Fig . 3. An oscillation is observed, but its
resonance frequency is much lower than the freq uency of
the maximum of the kicker impedance spectrum (500
MHz instead of 2.3 GHz [ I)). This resonance has a
similar dynam ic behaviour as the resonance that starts
from low frequencies in Fig. 2, and is the only one
observed, even with a much higher number of turns. In
this case close to a resonator with lower impedance and
quality factor , the delta signal does not give useful

with a classically used broadband impedance mode l for
the SPS (Q=1,./;'es=1.3GHz, Rs=7 .6 Mf'dm for the dipolar
contribution, the quadrupolar contribution is found from
the form factors for a flat chamber, as explained for the
models of the kickers in [1n show that the vertical
coherent motion gets unstable after around 200 turns (see
Fig. 2) . A frequency analysi s of the turn by tum coherent
vert ical motion reveals a strong resonant mode around
1.15 GHz, which is is consistent with the effective

frequency of a broadband resonatorhe.;:= ~1 -1/4g . This

mode is however observed to shift towards low
frequencies as the number of tarns increases. Also,
another sign ificant mode or group of modes grows and
shifts from low frequencies towards 500 MHz.
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sampling rate oscilloscopes (20 and 40 GS/sec) were used
to observe the delta and sum signals. An example of the
d 1 d . I" • h of Arb ' 01 1 ..e ta an sum signa s tor a ounc 1 or ]V =! protons
40i= 11 ns (transversally unstable) is illustrated in Fig . 4.
The reve rsed exponential pick-up and cable transfer
functions were appl ied to the time domain sum and delta
signals . As in [3], the sum (longitudinal) spectrum is
affected by resonances at the fundamental frequency of
the 200 MHz cavities and its harmonics from 300 turns
after injection onwards.

(a)

Figure 4: turn-by -turn mounta in rang e of the measured
sum (a) and delta (b) frequency spectra of a long unstable
debu nching bunch in the SPS me asured with BPW 31901 .

The delta (transverse positio n*sum) spectrum shows an
expansion of the activity in the low fre quency similar to
the simulated snectrum for the kickers up to 300 turns.
After 300 turns, th is act ivity suddenly stops and the
spectrum shows the RF cavities resonances as in the
longitudinal plane, but a strong activity app ears between
1.6 and 2 GHz. It is known [6] that in this frequency
range the beam pipe that houses the transverse wideband
(BPW) pick-ups starts supporting the propagation of
elect romagnetic modes. In fact the TEl ! mode cut-off
frequency is at 1.64 GHz and ve ry close to the lower
boundary of the observed signal. As it is a transverse
mode the signal will pre -dominantely show-up in the
difference signal from this pick-up and approximately
cancels in the sum signal. On the one hand the pick-up
response is no longer flat in the region beyond the cut -off
frequency, and it is difficult to judge to what extent the
observed activity is due to a real bam instability or a
result of a "ringing" in the pick-up response due to the
bunches that become shorter. On the other hand the
relative clean sign als befor e turn 300 suggest that the
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Simu lation s and measurements were performed to
obtain more information on the vertical SPS impedance.
The impedance model of the SPS was refine d and
acco unt; for 60% of the vert ical tune shift slope with
intensity. The simulated instability th res hold is very close
to the measurement, but direct space charge is not yet
includ ed in the sim ulations.

Although the simulated frequency spectrum of a long
debunching bunch interacting with a Q=1 broadband
impedance gives direct information on the impedance
spectrum, the simulated interaction with the SPS kickers
resistive wall impeda nce does not. Combinations of low
and high Q resonators will be simulated with various
chromaticity settings to see wh ether diffe rent frequency
ranges of the SPS impedance spe ctru m can be separate ly
scanned.

Even though the bunch was verti cally unst able in the
SPS measurements with long bunches, no d ear activ ity
could be observ ed before the sum signa! becomes
distort ed. It would then be interest ing to use the feedback
system to try and prevent these distorsions, as well as
chan ge chromaticity.

signal is indeed related to an activity on the beam, the
relevance for the machine impedance how ever needs
furthe r assessment. In conclusion, no strong vertical
activity was observed, in particular between 500 MHz and
1.4 GHz. As suggested by simulations, the transverse
impedance spectrum did not give very clear inform ation
on the trans verse SPS impedance.
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